Mission

Harbor Pilot

Helicopters
specially designed
for missions over
water:
• Reliable
• Corrosion-proof
• Adapted cabins
• Customized equipment

HARBOR PILOT MISSIONS:
WHY USE

HELICOPTERS?

Safety and Time Saved
Compared to pilot boats, helicopters facilitate a safer transfer of maritime pilots to arriving
vessels, with the pilot set down directly on the deck, eliminating the need for freeboard
climbing. This instant access also allows the pilot to be immediately ready to bring the ship
into harbor.
Speed and Efficiency
Helicopters not only are five-times faster than pilot boats – they also enable a more
efficient intervention. Arriving by air allows pilots to gain an excellent situational
awareness of traffic and the surrounding environment, for example.
All-Weather at All Times
Helicopters are not limited by harsh weather conditions (such as fog, sea mist, high winds
and rough waves), and can perform during both day and night operations.
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Harbor Pilot

AS355® NP
The most affordable

• Up to 3 harbor pilots
• Up to 120 kts – 222 km/h
• Range (at MTOW ISA): 395 NM – 731 km
• Temperature: -40°C to ISA +35°C (max +50°C)

EC135® T3/P3
The most reputable
• Up to 4 harbor pilots
• Up to 136 kts – 252 km/h
• Range (at MTOW ISA): 329 NM – 609 km
• Temperature: -45°C to ISA +39°C (max +50°C)

EC145® T2
The most promising

• 4 to 5 harbor pilots
• Up to 145 kts – 268 km/h
• Range (at MTOW ISA):
358 NM – 663 km
• Temperature: -45°C to
The EC145
ISA +35°C (max +50°C)
has already proven
its over-water
capabilities

AS365® N3e
The reference
•
•
•
•

Up to 5 harbor pilots
Up to 145 kts – 269 km/h
Range (at MTOW ISA): 425 NM – 787 km
Temperature: -40°C to ISA +35°C (max +50°C)

Contacts
For more information, please contact:
Sales-promotion@eurocopter.com
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